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BEPC	II	
(Beijing	Electron-Positron	Collider	II)

-Double	ring	collider.	

-Opera:ng	since	2008.	

- Ebeam	=	1-2.3	GeV.  
Op:mal	@	1.89	GeV.  
 
 
 

- Can	fill	up	to	93	bunches	in	each	ring	w/	max	current	of	0.9A.	

- Designed	luminosity	=	1×1033	cm-2s-1	was	achieved	in	April	2016!

The	BESIII	detector

Compton	backsca[ering  
to	measure	Ebeam
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BEPC	II	and	BESIII

Linac
Storage	ring

Where	I	sleep:	
Next	to	a	Chinese	restaurant!!Coun:ng	room:	

where	I	take	shi`s

BESIII	detector
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BESIII	detector
- A	powerful	general	purpose	detector.	
- Excellent	neutral/charged	par:cle	detec:on/iden:fica:on	with	a	large	coverage.	
✓		Precision	tracking	
✓		CsI	calorimeter	
✓		PID	via	dE/dx	&	Time	of	Flight

Magnet:	1T	Super	conduc:ng

TOF
BTOF: two layers
ETOF: 48 scintillators for each

MRPC --- new ETOF

5

BESIII Detector
MDC

R inner: 63mm ;
R outer: 810mm
Length: 2582 mm
Layers: 43

CsI(Tl) EMC

Crystals: 28 cm(15 X0)
Barrel: |cosT|<0.83
Endcap:

0.85 < |cosT| < 0.93

RPC MUC

BMUC: 9 layers – 72 modules
EMUC: 8 layers – 64 modules

MDC:	small	cell	&	Gas: 
He/C3H8	(60/40),	43	layers	
σp/p=0.5%@1GeV,	σdEdx=6%

TOF
BTOF: two layers
ETOF: 48 scintillators for each

MRPC --- new ETOF
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BESIII Detector
MDC

R inner: 63mm ;
R outer: 810mm
Length: 2582 mm
Layers: 43

CsI(Tl) EMC

Crystals: 28 cm(15 X0)
Barrel: |cosT|<0.83
Endcap:

0.85 < |cosT| < 0.93

RPC MUC

BMUC: 9 layers – 72 modules
EMUC: 8 layers – 64 modules

EMCAL:	CsI(Tl)	crystal	
ΔE/E=2.5	@1GeV

Time	of	Flight	
σT=100ps	in	Barrel	
110ps	in	Endcap

MUC:	9	layers	RPC  
(8	layers	in	Endcap)	
σRΦ=1.4~1.7cm
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BESIII data samples
4040

0.5 fb-1

4230+4260
1.9 fb-1

4360
0.5 fb-1

4420
1 fb-1

4600
0.5 fb-1

World largest  J/\,  \(2S), \(3770), \(4170), 
Y(4260), … produced directly from e+e- collision14

J/\
1.3x109 \’0.5x109

\(3770)
2.9 fb-1

2175
0.1 fb-1

~130 points for R Scan (~1.3 fb-1)

e+e-	annihila:on	samples	
taken	Ecm	from	~2	GeV	up	to	~4.6	GeV

4178	
3.2	n-1
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XYZ…	
D/Ds	
Λc

J/ψ	and	ψ(2S)	decays	
Spectroscopy	
Gluonic/exo:c	states	
Rare/forbidden	decays	
τ	decays

XYZ…	
D/Ds	
Λc

Hadron	form	factors	
Y(2175)	
Zs..?

4178	
3.2	n-1
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ligible. Because of the relative simplicity ofDs production,
demonstrated by the Dþ

s ! !"þ fits, and the limited
statistics of the sample, we determine the final cross sec-
tions for Dþ

s D
"
s , D#þ

s D"
s and D#þ

s D#"
s by using a

sideband-subtraction technique to count signal events in
a region of the Mbc-!E plane. The cross sections are then
determined from a weighted sum of the yields for the eight
Ds decay modes given in Table II, with weights minimiz-
ing the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties
calculated from previously measured branching fractions
and efficiencies determined with Monte Carlo simulations.
The cut-and-count analysis gives results that are consistent
with momentum fits. There is good agreement among the

separately calculated cross sections for the different Ds

decay modes.
After this procedure was refined and verified on our

4170 MeV data sample, it was applied to the other 12
subsamples. Detailed fit results are available in Ref. [18].
Figure 5 shows the D0, Dþ and Ds fits for the data sample
at 4260 MeV, which are of particular interest because the
charm-production cross sections might provide insight to
the nature of the Yð4260Þ state. The fits at 4260 MeV
behave similarly to those at lower energy, although a larger
proportion of multibody decays is apparent.
Cross sections for the two-body and multibody final

states are shown in Fig. 6. The uncertainties on the data
points are statistical and systematic combined in quadra-
ture. Reference [18] provides detailed descriptions of the
systematic uncertainties of the cross-section determina-
tions. Briefly, there are three sources of systematic uncer-
tainty: determination of the efficiency of charm-meson

FIG. 5 (color). Sideband-subtracted momentum spectra for
(a) D0 ! K""þ, (b) Dþ ! K""þ"þ, and (c) Dþ

s ! !"þ at
4260 MeV. Data are shown as points with errors and the total fit
result is shown as the solid black line. The colored histograms
represent specific DðsÞ-production mechanisms, with shapes ob-
tained from Monte Carlo simulations and normalizations deter-
mined by the fits. The color coding for the components matches
that of Fig. 4, as described in the text. All peaks are shifted
slightly higher in momentum, and the low-momentum region is
populated by two multibody components: the D# "D" (dark red
line) between 0 and 0:6 GeV=c, observed at 4170 MeV, and
D# "D#" (black line) between 0 and 0:4 GeV=c, which is not
present at lower energy.

FIG. 6 (color). Exclusive cross sections for two-body and
multibody charm-meson final states, and total observed charm
cross section with combined statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties.
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Observed	σ(e+e-	➝	Ds
(*)	Ds

(*))	
CLEO	PRD80,	072001	(2009)

@	4.009	GeV	:	e+e-	➝	DsDs	produced,	simple/clean.	
But	lower	produc:on	rate.

@	4.178	GeV	:	e+e-	➝	Ds
*Ds	produced	w/	BF(Ds

*➝γDs)	~	94%.	
But	higher	produc:on	rate.

Two	main	Ds	samples	at	BESIII

-	Ecm	=	4009	MeV:	0.48	n-1	:~0.3M	Ds
±	produced.	

-	Ecm	=	4178	MeV:	3.19	n-1	:~6M	Ds	produced.
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Typical	analysis	method	to	measure	BF

-	In	our	sample,	Ds	mesons	are	produced	in	pair: 
			@	Ecm	=	4009	MeV		:	e+e-	➝	Ds

+Ds
-  

			@	Ecm	=	4178	MeV	:	e+e-	➝	Ds
*+Ds

-,	Ds
*+	➝	(γ/π0)Ds

+		(+	c.c.)	

-	Reconstruct	one	of	the	Ds	(tag),	  
			you	know	there	must	be	the	other	Ds	(signal), 
			allowing	measurements	of	absolute	BFs.	  
 
			I.e.,	BF(Ds➝μν)	=	[B(Ds➝tag)×	BF(Ds➝μν)]/BF(Ds➝tag) 
																															=	[Double	Tag	yields]/[Single	Tag	yields].  
 
			Systema:cs	associated	with	the	reconstruc:on	of	Ds➝tag 
			also	tend	to	be	canceled	in	this	ra:o.
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To	obtain	Single	Tag	yields,	we	fit	to:	
- Mbc=√(Ebeam2-|p⃗D|2)	in	the	4009	sample	
- Minv(Ds)	in	the	4178	sample.  
Shown	here	as	an	example.

Typical	analysis	method	con:nued

To	obtain	Double	Tag	yields,	we	fit	to:	
- Select	signal	region	in	Minv(Ds) 
(red	arrows	in	the	le`	plot).	

- Look	at	their	recoil	sides. 
If	a	missing	par:cle	(e.g.,	ν	or	n),	 
use	missing	mass-squared; 
MM2	=	Emiss

2	-	|p⃗miss|2 
											=	(Ecm	-	Etag	-	El)2	-	|-p⃗tag	-	p⃗l|2 
which	peaks	@	0	if	a	ν	is	missing.

Total	Ds	single-tag	yield	~0.4M	events

Pre
lim

ina
ry
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Pureleptonic	decays

11
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D(s)
+ pure leptonic decay

In the SM: :

Bridge to precisely measure   
• Decay constant fD(s)+ with input |Vcd(s)|CKM fitter

• CKM matrix element |Vcd(s)| with input fLQCD
D(s)+

Measure  the product of fD(s)+ and | Vcd(s)| directly
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To	the	lowest	order; 
 

-The	decay	rate	goes	as	fD(s)2	×	|Vcd(s)|2.  
		The	game	is	to	measure	the	BF,	and	then	
‣	use	the	CKM	elements	predicted	by	unitarity	to 
			obtain	experimental	values	for	fD(s).		  
			This	provides	tests	of	la�ce	QCD	methods	under	the	 
			assump:on	that	new-physics	contribu:ons	to	leptonic	  
			decays	can	be	neglected,	or	
‣	or	fD(s)	predicted	by	la�ce	QCD	to	determine	elements	of	 
			CKM	elements.
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Also,	ra:o	of	the	decay	rates	between	  
D(s)	➝	μν	and	D(s)	➝	τν	are	very	interes:ng!	
For	instance;

-	With	the	known	masses,	RDs+	=	9.74±0.01.  
		Allows	us	to	check	lepton	universality!	

-	Any	devia:on	from	the	expected	R	 
		could	indicate	non-SM	effects.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.79.052001 PACS numbers: 13.30.Ce, 12.38.Qk, 14.40.Lb

I. INTRODUCTION

We discuss here an improved measurement of the width
of the purely leptonic decay Dþ

s ! ‘þ!, when the ‘þ is
either a "þ or a #þ, when the latter decays into a $þ !! [1].
In a companion article [2] we report an improved mea-
surement of the decay width for Dþ

s ! #þ!, where #þ !
eþ! !!.

In the Standard Model (SM) these decays are described
by the annihilation of the initial quark-antiquark pair into a
virtual Wþ that materializes as a ‘þ! pair; the process is
shown in Fig. 1. The decay rate is given by [3]

"ðDþ
s ! ‘þ!Þ ¼ G2

F

8$
f2Dþ

s
m2

‘MDþ
s

!
1% m2

‘

M2
Dþ

s

"
2
jVcsj2; (1)

where MDþ
s
is the Dþ

s mass, m‘ is the mass of the charged
final state lepton, GF is the Fermi coupling constant, and
jVcsj is a Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element
with a value we take equal to jVudj of 0.97418(26) [4],
and fDþ

s
is the ‘‘decay constant,’’ a parameter related to the

overlap of the heavy and light-quark wave-functions at
zero spatial separation.

The SM decay rate then is predicted using a theoretical
calculation of the decay constant. Two calculations have
been carried out using unquenched lattice quantum-
chromodynamics (LQCD). Aubin et al. find fDþ

s
¼ ð249&

3& 16Þ MeV [5], while a more recent calculation of
Follana et al. gives ð241& 3Þ MeV [6]. The latter calcu-
lation is more than 3 standard deviations lower than the
average of previous CLEO and Belle measurements [7].

Dobrescu and Kronfeld have proposed three models
based on physics beyond the SM that are consistent with
known data and could possibly explain the difference. One
is a charged Higgs model and the other two involve differ-
ent manifestations of leptoquarks [8]. The recent CLEO
measurement of fDþ ¼ ð205:8& 8:5& 2:5Þ MeV, is con-
sistent with both the Aubin et al. and Follana et al. pre-
dictions, of ð201& 3& 17Þ MeV and ð208& 4Þ MeV,
respectively [9].

It is particularly important to understand if the discrep-
ancy in the Ds case is due to physics beyond the SM, a
faulty theoretical calculation, or to an unlikely measure-
ment fluctuation. We note that precise information on the
size of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements ex-
tracted from B% !B mixing measurements requires theo-
retical input on the ‘‘decay constants’’ for Bd and Bs

mesons or their ratio, fBs
=fBd

[10]. Although the calcula-
tions in the B and D systems are not the same, many of the
techniques used are common, and a discrepancy in the
charm system at a minimum, does not give confidence in
the theoretical predictions for the B system. In this paper

we present an updated measurement of fDþ
s
with much

improved precision.
Akeroyd predicts that the presence of a charged Higgs

boson would suppress fDs
[11]. There is however the

possibility, not considered by Akeroyd, that it is the charm
quark that is responsible for a NP contribution not the s
quark [8]. In that case the relative change would be similar
in Dþ and Dþ

s decays.
We can also measure the ratio of decay rates to different

leptons, and the SM predictions then are fixed only by
well-known masses. For example, for #þ! to "þ!:

R ' "ðDþ
s ! #þ!Þ

"ðDþ
s ! "þ!Þ ¼

m2
#þð1%

m2
#þ

M2
Dþ
s

Þ2

m2
"þð1%

m2
"þ

M2
Dþ
s

Þ2
: (2)

Using measured masses [12], this expression yields a value
of 9.76 with a small error. Any deviation in R from the
value predicted by Eq. (2) would be a manifestation of
physics beyond the SM. This could occur if any other
charged intermediate boson existed that affected the decay
rate differently than mass-squared. Then the couplings
would be different for muons and #’s. This would be a
clear violation of lepton universality [13].
Most other measurements of fDþ

s
have been hampered

by a lack of statistical precision, and relatively large sys-
tematic errors [14–19]. One large systematic error source
has been the lack of knowledge of the absolute branching
fraction of the normalization channel, usuallyDþ

s ! %$þ

[20]. The results we report here will not have this limita-
tion, nor did our previous measurement [1], nor did the
Belle measurement [21].
In both"þ! and #þ!Ds decays the charged lepton must

be produced with the wrong helicity because the Ds is a
spin-0 particle, and the final state consists of a naturally
left-handed spin-1/2 neutrino and a naturally right-handed
spin-1/2 antilepton. Because the #þ has a mass close to that
of the Dþ

s , the helicity suppression is broken with respect
to the "þ decay, but there is an additional large phase
space suppression. Because of the helicity suppression in
"þ! the radiative process &"þ! may have a significant
rate. Dobrescu and Kronfeld, however, estimate this pro-
cess is only 1% of the lowest order mechanism, for photon
momenta below 300 MeV, which is relevant range for this
analysis. We include this radiative correction in what fol-
lows [8,22]. (There is no correction for the #þ! final state.)

FIG. 1. The decay diagram for Dþ
s ! ‘þ!.

J. P. ALEXANDER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 79, 052001 (2009)

052001-2
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Speaking	of	R	and	lepton	universality

1 Introduction

Purely leptonic decays are the classic ways to measure the decay constants (fP ) of charged
pseudoscalar mesons P±. For the light mesons, π± and K±, the muonic decays π± → µ±νµ,
K± → µ±νµ have large branching ratios (BRs) and so their respective decay constants have been
determined with high precision [1] (< 1%). For the charmed pseudoscalar mesons (D±, D±

s ) the
BRs for the purely leptonic channels are much smaller than those for the above light mesons due
to the dominance of weak decay mechanism c → W±q with a spectator quark. These smaller
leptonic BRs together with the lack of a dedicated charm factory has resulted in vastly inferior
experimental precision for the charmed meson decay constants compared to that for fπ and fK .
Current measurements of fD and fDs

have large errors of around 100% and 15% respectively [1].
With the imminent (summer 2003) commencement of the CLEO-c experiment [2] this situation
will improve dramatically in the next 2 → 3 years. Precise O(1 → 2%) measurements of fD

and fDs
are expected and will constitute a vital test of lattice methods for the heavy quark

systems, as well as providing crucial experimental input for calculations of the B meson decay
constants [2].

However, absent in the above discussion is the fact that the leptonic decays of D± and D±
s

might be affected by physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). It is known that new charged
particles which couple to the fermions would contribute at tree–level to these decays [3]. One
such example is a charged Higgs boson H±, and in this paper we consider its effect on the
decays D±

s → µ±νµ, D±
s → τ±ντ , and thus the measured value of fDs

. We point out that the
possibility of such new physics contributions to these decays should not be overlooked when
comparing the experimentally measured value of fDs

to the lattice QCD predictions.

2 The decays D±
s → µ±νµ and D±

s → τ±ντ

Singly charged Higgs bosons, H±, arise in any extension of the SM which contains at least two
SU(2) × U(1) Higgs doublets, e.g. any Supersymmetric (SUSY) model. Together with W±

they mediate the leptonic decays D±

(s) → l±νl via the annihilation process shown below:

c

d, s τ±, µ±

ν

W ∗, H±

D±

(s)

The tree–level partial width is given by [3]:

Γ(D±

(s) → l±νl) = (G2
F/8π)mD(s)

m2
l f

2
D(s)

r(s)|Vcd(cs)|
2
!

1 − m2
l /m

2
D(s)

"2
(1)

where ml is the mass of the lepton, mD(s)
is the mass of the D±

(s) meson, Vcd(cs) are CKM matrix
elements, and

r(s) = [1 − tan2 β(m2
Dq

/m2
H±)(mq/mc)]

2 = [1 − R2m2
Dq

(mq/mc)]
2 (2)

-	In	certain	models,	such	as	the	two-Higgs-doublet,  
			the	lepton	universality	s:ll	holds  
		I.e.,	A.G.	Akeroyd	et.	al.	(PRD75,075004(2007));  
		For	the	case	of	Ds,	the	SM	rate	is	modified	by	a	factor	of

J
H
E
P
1
0
(
2
0
1
0
)
0
3
8

of the inclusive and exclusive determinations of |Vub| = (3.92± 0.09± 0.45)× 10−3 [52], we

evaluate the SM branching ratio with SuperIso v2.8 [66, 67]:

BR(Bu → τντ )SM = (1.01 ± 0.26) × 10−4 . (3.3)

There are four independent measurements of Bu → τν [10–14] and the current world

average is [68]:

BR(Bu → τντ )exp = (1.63 ± 0.39) × 10−4 . (3.4)

The SM prediction can be compared to the experimental average by forming the ratio:

rexp
B ≡

BR(Bu → τντ )exp

BR(Bu → τντ )SM
= 1.62 ± 0.57 . (3.5)

Significant improvements in the precision of the measurement of Bu → τν will require

a high-luminosity B factory. The two measurements by BABAR [13, 14] have used a

large amount (∼ 70%) of the available data taken at Υ(4S). The two measurements by

BELLE [10–12] are with 414 fb−1 and 605 fb−1, and so these could be significantly updated

with the total integrated luminosity of 1000 fb−1. A high-luminosity B factory with around

50 ab−1 could measure Bu → τν to a precision of around 6% (e.g. see [22]). Moreover,

with 50 ab−1 the decay Bu → µν (for which there is currently an upper limit) could be

measured with about the same precision as Bu → τν. Hence a precision of around 3% for

|Vub|fB could be achieved from each decay at a high-luminosity B factory. A combination

of the measurements of |Vub|fB from Bu → τν and Bu → µν would (presumably) further

reduce the uncertainty.

3.2 The decays Ds → τν, Ds → µν and D → µν

In analogy to the case for Bu → τν, singly charged Higgs bosons would also contribute to

the decays Ds → ℓν and D → ℓν at tree level [39]. The effect is negligible for D → ℓν, but

it can be of the order of the current experimental precision for Ds → µν and Ds → τν.

The partial width is given by (where ℓ = e, µ or τ):

Γ(Ds → ℓνℓ) =
G2

F

8π
f2

Ds
m2

ℓMDs

!

1 −
m2

ℓ

M2
Ds

"2

|Vcs|2 rDs
, (3.6)

where in the MSSM one has [39, 41, 43, 44, 69]:

rDs
≡

#

1 +

$

1

mc + ms

%$

MDs

mH+

%2$

mc −
ms tan2 β

1 + ϵ0 tan β

%

&2

. (3.7)

Here mc and ms are the masses of the charm and strange quarks respectively, MDs
is the

mass of the Ds meson, Vcs is a CKM matrix element, and mℓ is the lepton mass. We note

that ϵ0 in eq. (3.7) is not the same as ϵ0 in eq. (3.2), because they are functions of different

SUSY parameters. The term ms tan2 β, which originates from the strange quark Yukawa

coupling, can give rise to a non-negligible suppression of rDs
for large values of tan β.

Note that the magnitude of the H± contribution depends on the ratio of quark masses

– 7 –

																																																																																																,where 
			ε0	is	a	higher	order	correc:on	(=	0	@	tree	level).	

-	This	only	affects	the	absolute	rates:	  
							E.g.,	for	Ds	➝	μν,				 
																					BFexp	=	ΓSM×τDs×rDs	=	(5.28±0.05)×10-3×rDs, 
			where	f	=	249.0±1.2	MeV	and	|Vcs|	=	0.973394	are	used.  
			The	uncertainty	is	dominated	by	the	Ds	life:me.
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+	pureleptonic	decays  

and	advantage	of	data	taken	@	mass	threshold
CLEO/BESIII	:	sta:s:cally	limited	 Belle/BaBar	:	Δstat.	~	Δsyst.	or  

Systema:cally	limited	

CLEO	:	μν	:	Systema:cally	most	precise	:	Rel.	syst.	error	=	3% 
Our	MC	study	showed	~3	n-1	would	give	us		~3%	stat.	error
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Ds
+	➝	μ+	νμ  

based	on	the	4178	data

Signal	yield	

1135.0±33.1	events

- Demanding	the	track	penetrate	deep	in	MUC	 
—>	Suppress	backgrounds	effec:vely,	including	Ds

+	➝	τ+(➝	π+ντ̅)ντ.

Pre
lim

ina
ry
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- Preliminary	result:	  
BF(Ds	➝	μ	νμ)	=	(5.28±0.15stat±0.14syst)×10-3.  
	Consistent	with	other	exis:ng	results.  
	But	most	precise	single	measurement.



| [MeV]cs|V
sDf

200 220 240 260 280 300 320

CLEO
BaBar
Belle

BESIII@4009
BESIII@4178

CLEO

BaBar

Belle

BESIII@4009

Average

µ
ν µ

µ
ν µ

µ
ν µ

µ
ν µ

µ
ν µ

 (e)τν τ
)π (τν τ
)ρ (τν τ

 (e)τν τ
)µ (τν τ

 (e)τν τ
)µ (τν τ
)π (τν τ

)π (τν τ

µ
ν µ

τν τ

τν τ + 
µ

ν µ

4.8±9.8±250.8
8.2±7.7±258.9
4.9±6.4±243.1

5.2±17.4±239.9
3.7±3.5±242.5
5.4±10.9±246.1
5.2±16.8±271.4
5.7±12.3±250.4
16.1±12.3±240.7
13.1±11.1±236.4

-7.4
+8.37.6±247.4
-13.1
+7.78.2±258.5
-8.9
+10.27.6±247.4

11±54±194
3.3±4.4±248.2
4.1±4.0±250.9
3.3±3.1±250.3
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With	fDs	=	249.0±1.2	MeV	(From	Rosner	and	Stone,	PDG	2016	mini-review) 

and	|Vcs|	=	0.973394+0.000074-0.000096	from	CKM-fi[er	(2015)

Coming	soon	from	BESIII

Consistent	within	1.7σ	w/OUT	the	new	BESIII	measurement.	
It	will	be	interes:ng	to	revisit	this	once	we	have	the	“τν”	measurements	from	BESIII!!
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-	Taking	|Vcs|CKMfi[er	as	an	input,  
			we	have  
				fDs	=	249.1±3.6±3.8	MeV.

-	Taking	fDs	(LQCD;PRD90,074509)	  
		as	an	input,	we	have  
				|Vcs|	=	0.974±0.014±0.016.	

-	Our	preliminary	result	on  
			D0	➝	K-	μ	ν,	with	a	help	of	fDK(0)	  
		(LQCD;PRD82,114506),	also	gives	a		  
		consistent	result;  
				|Vcs|	=	0.9569±0.0051±0.0241.  
		Here,	sta:s:cally	superior,  
		but	suffered	by	the	uncertain:es	  
		from	FFs	as	in	all	SL	analyses.
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Taking	the	weighted	average	between	our	preliminary 
result	of		BF(Ds	➝	μ	νμ)	and	the	current	PDG	average	gives 
BF(Ds	➝	μ	νμ)	=	(5.38±0.15)×10-3.  
With	the	current	PDG	average	of	BF(Ds	➝	τ	ντ),	we	have  
 
 
 
 
 
																									=	10.2±0.5. 
Consistent	with	the	expecta:on,	9.74±0.01	at	0.9σ.  
 
We	should	also	improve	BF(Ds	➝	τ	ντ)	soon…

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.79.052001 PACS numbers: 13.30.Ce, 12.38.Qk, 14.40.Lb

I. INTRODUCTION

We discuss here an improved measurement of the width
of the purely leptonic decay Dþ

s ! ‘þ!, when the ‘þ is
either a "þ or a #þ, when the latter decays into a $þ !! [1].
In a companion article [2] we report an improved mea-
surement of the decay width for Dþ

s ! #þ!, where #þ !
eþ! !!.

In the Standard Model (SM) these decays are described
by the annihilation of the initial quark-antiquark pair into a
virtual Wþ that materializes as a ‘þ! pair; the process is
shown in Fig. 1. The decay rate is given by [3]

"ðDþ
s ! ‘þ!Þ ¼ G2

F

8$
f2Dþ

s
m2

‘MDþ
s

!
1% m2

‘

M2
Dþ

s

"
2
jVcsj2; (1)

where MDþ
s
is the Dþ

s mass, m‘ is the mass of the charged
final state lepton, GF is the Fermi coupling constant, and
jVcsj is a Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element
with a value we take equal to jVudj of 0.97418(26) [4],
and fDþ

s
is the ‘‘decay constant,’’ a parameter related to the

overlap of the heavy and light-quark wave-functions at
zero spatial separation.

The SM decay rate then is predicted using a theoretical
calculation of the decay constant. Two calculations have
been carried out using unquenched lattice quantum-
chromodynamics (LQCD). Aubin et al. find fDþ

s
¼ ð249&

3& 16Þ MeV [5], while a more recent calculation of
Follana et al. gives ð241& 3Þ MeV [6]. The latter calcu-
lation is more than 3 standard deviations lower than the
average of previous CLEO and Belle measurements [7].

Dobrescu and Kronfeld have proposed three models
based on physics beyond the SM that are consistent with
known data and could possibly explain the difference. One
is a charged Higgs model and the other two involve differ-
ent manifestations of leptoquarks [8]. The recent CLEO
measurement of fDþ ¼ ð205:8& 8:5& 2:5Þ MeV, is con-
sistent with both the Aubin et al. and Follana et al. pre-
dictions, of ð201& 3& 17Þ MeV and ð208& 4Þ MeV,
respectively [9].

It is particularly important to understand if the discrep-
ancy in the Ds case is due to physics beyond the SM, a
faulty theoretical calculation, or to an unlikely measure-
ment fluctuation. We note that precise information on the
size of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements ex-
tracted from B% !B mixing measurements requires theo-
retical input on the ‘‘decay constants’’ for Bd and Bs

mesons or their ratio, fBs
=fBd

[10]. Although the calcula-
tions in the B and D systems are not the same, many of the
techniques used are common, and a discrepancy in the
charm system at a minimum, does not give confidence in
the theoretical predictions for the B system. In this paper

we present an updated measurement of fDþ
s
with much

improved precision.
Akeroyd predicts that the presence of a charged Higgs

boson would suppress fDs
[11]. There is however the

possibility, not considered by Akeroyd, that it is the charm
quark that is responsible for a NP contribution not the s
quark [8]. In that case the relative change would be similar
in Dþ and Dþ

s decays.
We can also measure the ratio of decay rates to different

leptons, and the SM predictions then are fixed only by
well-known masses. For example, for #þ! to "þ!:

R ' "ðDþ
s ! #þ!Þ

"ðDþ
s ! "þ!Þ ¼

m2
#þð1%

m2
#þ

M2
Dþ
s

Þ2

m2
"þð1%

m2
"þ

M2
Dþ
s

Þ2
: (2)

Using measured masses [12], this expression yields a value
of 9.76 with a small error. Any deviation in R from the
value predicted by Eq. (2) would be a manifestation of
physics beyond the SM. This could occur if any other
charged intermediate boson existed that affected the decay
rate differently than mass-squared. Then the couplings
would be different for muons and #’s. This would be a
clear violation of lepton universality [13].
Most other measurements of fDþ

s
have been hampered

by a lack of statistical precision, and relatively large sys-
tematic errors [14–19]. One large systematic error source
has been the lack of knowledge of the absolute branching
fraction of the normalization channel, usuallyDþ

s ! %$þ

[20]. The results we report here will not have this limita-
tion, nor did our previous measurement [1], nor did the
Belle measurement [21].
In both"þ! and #þ!Ds decays the charged lepton must

be produced with the wrong helicity because the Ds is a
spin-0 particle, and the final state consists of a naturally
left-handed spin-1/2 neutrino and a naturally right-handed
spin-1/2 antilepton. Because the #þ has a mass close to that
of the Dþ

s , the helicity suppression is broken with respect
to the "þ decay, but there is an additional large phase
space suppression. Because of the helicity suppression in
"þ! the radiative process &"þ! may have a significant
rate. Dobrescu and Kronfeld, however, estimate this pro-
cess is only 1% of the lowest order mechanism, for photon
momenta below 300 MeV, which is relevant range for this
analysis. We include this radiative correction in what fol-
lows [8,22]. (There is no correction for the #þ! final state.)

FIG. 1. The decay diagram for Dþ
s ! ‘þ!.

J. P. ALEXANDER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 79, 052001 (2009)

052001-2

and	the	R
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Semileptonic	decays

21
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-The	differen:al	decay	rate	goes	as	|f+(q2)|2	×	|Vcd(s)|2.  
		S:ll,	the	game	is	to	measure	the	BF,	and	then	
‣	use	the	CKM	elements	predicted	by	unitarity	to 
			obtain	experimental	values	for	f+(q2=0)	.			
‣	or	f+(q2=0)	predicted	by	la�ce	QCD	to	determine	elements	
of	CKM	elements.
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-	Simple	pole:

Some	popular	parametriza:on	of	form	factors

-	Modified	pole:

-	ISGW2:

-	Series	expansion:
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Ds	➝	η	(η’)	e	ν		
based	on	the	4178	data

	Allows	us	to:	
-	extract	f+η(’)(0)	and	  
		compare	to	LQCD	predic:on	…	for	the	1st	:me!	
-	extract|Vcs|!	
-	extract	the	mixing	angle	between	η	and	η’ 
			(C.	Di	Donato	et	al.	PRD	85,	013016	(2012)); 
 
 
 
																																																																																				, 
	assuming	the	phase	space	and	form	factors	cancel  
		in	the	ra:os	between	D	and	Ds.

!! !0 mixing: From electromagnetic transitions to weak decays of charm and beauty hadrons
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It has been realized for a long time that knowing the ! and !0 wave functions in terms of quark and

gluon components probes our understanding of nonperturbative QCD dynamics. Great effort has been

given to this challenge, yet no clear picture has emerged even with the most recent KLOE data. We point

out which measurements would be most helpful in arriving at a more definite conclusion. A better

knowledge of these wave functions will significantly help to disentangle the weight of different decay

subprocesses in semileptonic decays of Dþ, Dþ
s , and Bþ mesons. The resulting insights will be

instrumental in treating even nonleptonic B transitions involving ! and !0 and their CP asymmetries;

thus they can sharpen the case for or against new physics intervening there.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.85.013016 PACS numbers: 14.40.Be, 12.38.Aw, 14.40.Nd

I. INTRODUCTION

The question of !! !0 mixing,1 i.e., how their wave
functions are composed of SUð3Þfl singlet and octet !qq
components, goes back to the beginning of the quark model
era [1–9]. With the advent of QCD it became even more
involved, since QCD brought with it more dynamical
degrees of freedom, namely, gluons, which can form a
second class of SUð3Þfl singlets. Determining !! !0 mix-
ing is thus an intriguing element in understanding QCD’s
nonperturbative dynamics. Lattice QCD’s attempts to
establish theoretical control over this mixing are still in
their infancy [10,11]. Showing that there is a purely
gluonic component in the ! and/or !0 wave functions
would establish for the first time that gluons, which have
been introduced to mediate the strong interactions and
whose presence as independent degrees of freedom has
been demonstrated as progenitors of jets in ‘‘hard’’ colli-
sions, play an independent role also in hadronic spectros-
copy. In Sec. II we introduce basic notions relevant for
!! !0 mixing, while in Sec. III we review the somewhat
ambivalent findings from several phenomenological stud-
ies. Armed with this knowledge we discuss weak D and B
decays producing ! and !0 mesons in Sec. IVand what the
observed rates can tell us about the underlying quark level
transitions; we comment briefly on how the structure of the
! and !0 wave functions affect CP asymmetries in the
channels Bd ! !0KS and Bd ! !KS. Finally in Sec. V we
present a summary and outlook.

II. !! !0 MIXING

Based on approximate QCD flavor SUð3Þfl symmetry,
the mixing of the ! and !0 mesons can be described in two
different bases:
(1) The SUð3Þfl singlet and octet components j!0i ¼

1ffiffi
3

p ju !uþ d !dþ s!si and j!8i ¼ 1ffiffi
6

p ju !uþ d !d! 2s!si,
respectively:

j!i
j!0i

" #
¼ cos"P ! sin"P

sin"P cos"P

" # j!8i
j!0i

" #
: (2.1)

(2) The quark-flavor basis with j!qi ¼ 1ffiffi
2

p ju !uþ d !di
and j!si ¼ js!si:

j!i
j!0i

" #
¼ cos#P ! sin#P

sin#P cos#P

" # j!qi
j!si

" #
: (2.2)

As long as state mixing is regarded, one may freely trans-
form from one basis to the other; the two parametrizations
are related through

"P ¼ #P ! arctan
ffiffiffi
2

p
’ #P ! 54:7&: (2.3)

In the SUð3Þfl symmetry limit, "P ¼ 0, and #P takes the

so-called ‘‘ideal’’ value #P ¼ arctan
ffiffiffi
2

p
’ 54:7&.

Just for orientation: the quadratic (linear) Gell-Mann
Okubo (GMO) mass formula points to "P ’ !10&, #P ’
44:7& ("P ’ !23&, #P ’ 31:7&).
The mixing schemes have been analyzed in the context

of chiral perturbation theory. On lattice, it is not an easy
task to study ! and !0, as experienced in the last decade of
attempts. The RBC-UKQCD Collaboration has reported a
pioneering calculation of the ! and !0 masses and mixing
angle of "P ¼ !14:1ð2:8Þ& using Nf ¼ 2þ 1 flavor do-
main wall ensembles on an Iwasaki gauge action [10].
Their results show small octet-singlet mixing, consistent

1The term ‘‘mixing’’ is often used when oscillations, e.g.,
B0 ! !B0 are involved; however with oscillations one has a non-
trivial time evolution, but not for !! !0 mixing.
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appropriate range in q2. To calculate the explicit form of
RD one has to model the q2 dependence of the form factors,
but the factorization of the mixing angle dependence can
help to devise tests of the mixing angle itself (see e.g. [69]).
From the previous CLEO results [67], using ! and !0 as
pure q !q states and a pole ansatz for the form factors
Feldmann, Kroll, and Stech inferred "P ¼ ð41:3# 5:3Þ%
[14]; it agrees even better than one might have expected
with the values given above as extracted from weak and
electromagnetic transitions. Their value is consistent with
the new CLEO data within the errors.

Gronau and Rosner in a very recent paper [70] gave a
similar number for "ðDþ

s ! !0lþ#Þ="ðDþ
s ! !lþ#Þ

(among other predictions) applying a very simple model,
where RD is inferred from kinematic factors in the quark
level; again, ! and !0 are described as pure q !q states.

The transition form factors encode complex hadronic
dynamics and momentum dependence: in [71] they have
been expressed through the light-conewave functions of the
initial and final mesons. An allowed range for Z2

!=Z
2
!0 is

given; at the point Z2
! ¼ 0, the angle "P is estimated to be

"P ¼ ð37:7# 2:6Þ% and the simple factorized relation
holds [71]

"ðDþ
s ! !0eþ#Þ

"ðDþ
s ! !eþ#Þ ¼ RDcot

2"Pcos
2"G; (4.3)

where "G has been defined in Eq. (2.7). In [71] the value
RD ¼ 0:28 is estimated by neglecting the nontrivial depen-
dence on the constituent quark transition form factor, that is
a conventional approximation in literature,whileRD ¼ 0:23
is estimated by assuming a simplemonopoleq2 dependence.
We observe that the mixing angle extracted from (4.3) is
strongly dependent on the value of RD; in order to provide a
rough estimation of the theoretical error we consider an
averaged RD, that is, RD ¼ 0:255# 0:050. By using the
experimental ratio of branching fractions (4.1), we estimate
Z2
!0 ¼ 0:16# 0:33exp # 0:23th, that is "G ¼ ð23:3#

25:8exp # 18:0thÞ%, where the theoretical error refers to the
errors onRD and"P added in quadrature. The experimental
error dominates over the rough estimate of the theoretical
error and it prevents any conclusionon the gluonic content of
the !' !0 system.

For the Cabibbo-suppressed transitions one finds in the
same framework:

"ðDþ ! !0eþ#Þ
"ðDþ ! !eþ#Þ ¼ ~RDtan

2"P: (4.4)

In 2008 CLEO-c reported its first measurement of
"ðDþ ! !eþ#Þ and an upper bound on "ðDþ ! !0eþ#Þ
[72]. Two years later, the same collaboration presented the
first observation of Dþ ! !0eþ#, with branching fraction
BðDþ ! !0eþ#Þ ¼ ð2:16# 0:53# 0:07Þ ( 10'4, and an
improved BðDþ ! !eþ#Þ ¼ ð11:4# 0:9# 0:4Þ ( 10'4

[73]. By using the above data and the reasonable assump-

tion RD ’ ~RD, we estimate from Eq. (4.4) the value "P ¼
ð41# 4exp # 3thÞ%.
By including a nonzero gluon contribution, we can

parametrize the Dþ ratio as in (4.3). However, with the
available recent data, the estimate of the angle "P can be
made independently of "G by taking the ratio

"ðDþ
s ! !0eþ#Þ="ðDþ

s ! !eþ#Þ
"ðDþ ! !0eþ#Þ="ðDþ ! !eþ#Þ ’ cot4"P: (4.5)

The left side is given by the recent experimental data
quoted before, and we get "P ¼ ð40# 3Þ%.
Yet this is not the final word on the experimental or

theoretical side. A few years down the line we can expect
BESIII to obtain an even larger sample allowing a more
accurate measurement with errors on the angle "P going
down to about 2%.
The theoretical situation is more complex. While the

spectator diagram generates the leading contribution, for a
precision study we cannot ignore nonleading ones. The so-
called ‘‘weak annihilation’’ (WA) process contributes even
to semileptonic meson decays [66,74], as can be illustrated
most directly for Dþ

s and Ds; see Fig. 3. An analysis based
on inclusive semileptonic D decays, which considers both
the widths and the lepton energy moments, shows no clear
evidence of WA effects [75]. While WA might affect the
corresponding inclusive semileptonic width only moder-
ately, it should impact the exclusive channelsDþ

s ! !0lþ#
and Dþ ! !0lþ# on the Cabibbo- favored and suppressed
levels via the !0’s gluonic component. The strength of the
effect depends on two factors, namely, the size of the gg
component in the !0 wave function and on how much gg
radiation one can expect in semileptonic Dþ

s , D
þ, and Bþ

decays. Lastly, since the main effect might come from the
interference with the spectator amplitude, it can a priori
enhance or reduce those rates. Simple relations such as
(4.2) do not necessarily hold any longer.

FIG. 3. Valence quarks c=!s= !d (as well as !b=u) emitting two
gluons which generate !=!0 via the gluonic component of the
wave functions.
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6

pole model [24]. The third is the two-parameter (2 Par.)373

series expansion [23]374

f+(q
2) =

1

P (q2)Φ(q2, t0)

f+(0)P (0)Φ(0, t0)

1 + r1(t0)z(0, t0)
(1+r1(t0)z(q

2, t0)).

(5)
Here t± = (MD+

s
± Mη), t0 = t+(1 −

!
1− t−/t+), and375

rk is a free parameter. The functions P (q2), Φ(q2, t0),376

and z(q2, t0) are formulated following the definitions in377

Ref [23].378
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FIG. 2. The MM2 distributions of the SL candidates. Dots
with error bars are data. Solid curves are the best fits. Dotted
curves are the fitted non-peaking backgrounds. The dash-
dotted curve is the peaking background due to D+

s → φe+νe.

379

380

For each SL decay, the f+(0)|Vcs| and FF parameters381

are extracted by constructing and minimizing382

χ2 =
m"

ij=1

(∆Γi
msr −∆Γi

exp)C
−1
ij (∆Γj

msr −∆Γj
exp), (6)

with ∆Γi
msr and the theoretically expected value ∆Γi

exp,383

where Cij = Cstat
ij + Csyst

ij is the covariance matrix of384

∆Γi
msr among q2 intervals, as shown in Tables 9 and 10385

in Ref. [22]. For each η(′) subdecay, the statistical co-386

variance matrix is constructed with the statistical uncer-387

tainty in each q2 interval (σ(Nα
obs)) as388

Cstat
ij = (

1

τD+
s
N tot

ST

)2
"

α

ϵ−1
iα ϵ

−1
jα [σ(N

α
obs)]

2. (7)

The systematic covariance matrix is obtained by sum-389

ming all the covariance matrices for all systematic uncer-390

tainties, which are all constructed with the systematic391

uncertainty in each q2 interval (δ(∆Γi
msr)) as392

Csyst
ij = δ(∆Γi

msr)δ(∆Γj
msr). (8)

FIG. 3. Projections of the fits to ∆Γi
msr of D+

s → η(′)e+νe.
Dots with error bars are data. Curves are the fits as described
in text. Pink lines with yellow bands are the LCSR calcula-
tions with uncertainties [3].

Here, an additional systmatic uncertainty in τD+
s

393

(0.8%) [25] is involved besides those in the BF measure-394

ments.395

The ∆Γi
msr measured by two η(′) subdecays are fit-396

ted simultaneously, with results shown in Fig 3. In the397

fits, the ∆Γi
msr becomes a vector of length 2m, and Cij398

becomes a 2m × 2m covariance matrix. Uncorrelated399

systematic uncertainties are from tag bias, MC statis-400

tics, quoted BFs, η (and π0) reconstruction, and FF401

parametrization, while other systematic uncertainties are402

fully correlated. The nominal fit parameters are taken403

from the results obtained by fitting with the combined404

statistical and systematic covariance matrix, and the sta-405

tistical uncertainties of the fit parameters are taken from406

the fit with only the statistical covariance matrix. For407

each parameter, the systematic uncertainty is obtained408

by calculating the quadratic difference of uncertainties409

between these two fits. Table II summarizes the fit re-410

sults, where the obtained fη(′)

+ (0)|Vcs| with different FF411

parameterizations are consistent with each other.412

Combining |Vcs| = 0.97343±0.00015 from the global fit413

in the SM [1] with fη(′)

+ (0)|Vcs| extracted with the 2 Par.414

series expansion, we determine fη
+(0) = 0.458±0.005stat±415

0.004syst and fη′

+ (0) = 0.490 ± 0.050stat ± 0.011syst. Ta-416

ble III compares the measured FFs with various theoret-417

ical calculations. Our measurements coincide with the418

FFs calculated in Ref. [3] within uncertainties. When419

combining fη
+(0) and fη′

+ (0) calculated from Ref. [3], we420

obtain |Vcs| = 1.032 ± 0.012stat ± 0.009syst ± 0.079theo421

and 0.917± 0.094stat± 0.021syst ± 0.155theo, respectively.422

These results agree with the measurements of |Vcs| us-423

ing D → K̄ℓ+νℓ [26–30] and D+
s → ℓ+νℓ decays [31–35]424

within uncertainties.425

In summary, by analyzing a 3.19 fb−1 data sample426

taken at Ecm = 4.178 GeV with the BESIII detector,427

we measure the absolute BFs of D+
s → η(′)e+νe with428

a DT method. The precisions are improved by factors429

of 2 compared to the world average values. Using these430

BFs and the B(D+ → η(′)e+νe) measured in our pre-431

Pre
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Fits to MM2 of semileptonic candidates

• The blue curves are total fits: 

• Signal shape: MC simulated shape 
convolved with Gaussian

• Black dotted-dashed curve is the 
fitted background from 𝑫𝒔

+ →
𝝓𝒆+𝝂𝒆: MC simulated shape

• Red dotted curve are fitted 
combinatorial background in signal 
side: MC simulated shape

• Constraint fit: The branching 
fractions of 𝑫𝒔

+ → 𝜼𝒆+𝝂𝒆 or 𝑫𝒔
+ →

𝜼′𝒆+𝝂𝒆 for two different 𝜼(′)
subdecays are constrained to be 
same

7

- 	Detect:	
‣	tag	side	(14	different	decay	modes).	
‣	the	trans.	photon	from	Ds

*	➝	γ	Ds.	
‣	η	➝	γγ	and	π+π-π0.  
	η’	➝	π+π-ηγγ	and	γρ.	

- Yields	are	extracted	from	MM2.	
- Fit	to	the	two	different	final	states	
simultaneously.

Preliminary
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Consistent	with	previous	measurements,  
but	the	most	precise	to	date!

J.Hietala	et	al.	  
PRD	92	012009  
(w/	CLEO-c	data)

J.Hietala	et	al.	  
PRD	92	012009  
(w/	CLEO-c	data)
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Pre
lim

ina
ry

Fits	to	par:al	decay	rates	and 
projec:ons	onto	form	factors

- Again,	fit	to	the	two	
different	final	states	
simultaneously.

Preliminary
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Taking	|!"#|	CKMfitter and	$%&
(()
(0)	|!"#| extracted	with	the	series	2	Parameters	as	input,	we	obtain

*%+ 0 = 0.458 ± 0.005#343 ± 0.004#5#3 *%+
( 0 = 0.490 ± 0.050#343 ± 0.011#5#3

No	systematic	uncertainty	is	considered

First	measurement	of	f+η(’)
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Extrac:ng	|Vcs|

Only	reported	one	
uncertainty,	but	
include	both	statistical	
and	systematic

Taking	!"#$→&
' (0)

PRD88	034023	as	
input,	we	obtain
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η/η’	mixing	angle
- Combined	this	work	and	B(D+	➝	η	e	ν)	=	(10.74±0.81±0.51)×10-4	and 
B(D+	➝	η’	e	ν)	=	(1.91±0.51±0.13)×10-4	(BESIII	arXiv:1803.05570:	Submi[ed	to	PRD)

- Good	consistency	with	the	exis:ng	measurements.
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analyzing the inclusive MC sample. Table I summarizes the
requirements on ΔE andMBC, the STyields in data and the
ST efficiencies. The total ST yield (Ntot

ST) is 13092! 247.
The SL decays Dþ

s → ϕeþνe, ϕμþνμ, ημþνμ and η0μþνμ
are selected recoiling against the ST D−

s mesons. The
charge of the electron (muon) candidate is required to be
opposite to that of the ST D−

s meson. For electron (muon)
PID, the dE=dx, TOF and EMC information is used to
form the combined confidence levels for electron, muon,
pion and kaon hypotheses (CLe, CLμ, CLπ and CLK). The
electron candidates should satisfy CLe=ðCLe þ CLπ þ
CLKÞ > 0.8 and CLe > 0.001, while the muon candidates
are required CLμ > CLe, CLμ > CLK and CLμ > 0.001. It
is required that there is no extra charged track except for
those used in the DT event selection. For Dþ

s → ηð0Þμþνμ
decays, the energy deposited in the EMC by muon is
required to be less than 300 MeVand the maximum energy
(Emax

extraγ) of the extra photons, which are not used in the DT
event selection, is required to be less than 200 MeV.
The undetected neutrino in the SL decay is inferred by a

kinematic variable Umiss ≡ Emiss − jp⃗missj, where Emiss ≡ffiffiffi
s

p
−
P

jEj is the missing energy and p⃗miss ≡ −
P

jp⃗j is
the missing momentum. Here, the index j runs over all the
particles used in the DT event selection, Ej and p⃗j are the
energy and momentum of the jth particle in the eþe− rest
frame. The Umiss distribution of the SL decay candidates is
expected to peak near zero. To further suppress back-
grounds from the hadronic decays Dþ

s → ϕðη; η0Þπþ and
ϕðη; η0Þπþπ0 for semi-muonic decays, we define a variable
δE¼Ebeam−ðEϕðη;η0Þ þEμþ as πþ þEνμ as π0Þ, where Eϕðη;η0Þ is
the energy of ϕðη; η0Þ candidate, Eμþ as πþ is the energy of
μþ candidate by assuming it is pion, and Eνμ as π0 is the
energy of missing particle by assuming to be π0 (calculated
with p⃗miss). The DT candidate events are required to
have δE within ð−0.080;−0.010Þ, ð−0.100;0Þ, ð−0.070;
−0.015Þ and ð−0.060;−0.015Þ GeV for Dþ

s → ϕμþνμ,

ημþνμ, η0ηπþπ−μ
þνμ and η0γρ0μ

þνμ, respectively. Figure 2
shows the Umiss distributions of the accepted candidate
events for the SL decays in data. The Umiss signal
region is defined as ð−0.10; 0.10Þ GeV, in which we
observe 28.0! 5.3, 34.0! 5.8, 64.0! 8.0 and 28.0!
5.3 candidate events for Dþ

s → ϕeþνe, ϕμþνμ, ημþνμ,
and η0ηπþπ− and γρ0μ

þνμ, respectively.
Some background events may also survive the selection

criteria of the SL decays of interest. The backgrounds can
be classed into two categories. Those background events, in
which the ST D−

s meson is reconstructed correctly but the
SL decay is misidentified, are defined as real-D−

s back-
ground. The other background events, in which the ST D−

s
meson is reconstructed incorrectly, are called as non-D−

s
background. The number of real-D−

s background events is

TABLE I. Summary of the requirements on ΔE and MBC, the ST yields in data (NST) and the ST efficiencies (ϵST), which do not
include the BFs for daughter particles π0, K0

S, ϕ, η and η0 for the individual ST mode. The uncertainties are statistical only.

ST Mode ΔE (GeV) MBC (GeV=c2) Ni
ST ϵiST (%)

D−
s → KþK−π− ð−0.020; 0.017Þ (1.9635,1.9772) 4820! 95 39.95! 0.09

D−
s → ϕρ− ð−0.036; 0.023Þ (1.9603,1.9820) 619! 39 10.88! 0.07

D−
s → K0

SK
þπ−π− ð−0.018; 0.014Þ (1.9632,1.9781) 581! 40 24.05! 0.17

D−
s → K0

SK
−πþπ− ð−0.016; 0.012Þ (1.9621,1.9777) 400! 50 22.51! 0.22

D−
s → K0

SK
− ð−0.019; 0.020Þ (1.9640,1.9761) 1065! 38 46.89! 0.21

D−
s → πþπ−π− ð−0.026; 0.022Þ (1.9624,1.9787) 1500! 125 54.35! 0.19

D−
s → ηπ− ð−0.052; 0.058Þ (1.9599,1.9823) 834! 56 48.36! 0.27

D−
s → η0ηπþπ−π

− ð−0.025; 0.024Þ (1.9602,1.9814) 325! 22 23.47! 0.22
D−

s → η0γρ0π
− ð−0.041; 0.033Þ (1.9611,1.9803) 1110! 106 37.11! 0.18

D−
s → ηρ− ð−0.058; 0.041Þ (1.9576,1.9844) 1838! 120 26.11! 0.10

Total 13092! 247
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FIG. 2. Distributions of Umiss of the candidate events forDþ
s →

(a) ϕeþνe, (b) ϕμþνμ, (c) ημþνμ and (d) η0μþνμ where the pair of
arrows represent the signal region. The dots with error bars are
data, the red histograms are inclusive MC, and the yellow and
oblique-line hatched histograms represent the scaled “real-D−

s ”
and “non-D−

s ” backgrounds.
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Ds	➝	(η/η’)	μ	ν		and	φ	(e/μ)	ν 
based	on	the	4009	data	:	PRD	97,	012006	(2018)

- RED	=	MC	
- Yellow	=	Backgrounds	from	Ds	decays	
- Black	=	Backgrounds	from	non-Ds	decays

φeν

η’μνημν

φμν

- Reconstruct:	φ	➝	KK/η➝γγ/η’➝(ππη/γρ)	

- First	measurements	of	the	muonic	mode!	

- Combined	this	work	and	our	own	earlier	

work	(based	on	the	4009	data;	PRD	94,	112003	(2016)),	

we	also	have	the	following	uni:es;  
Γ(Ds➝φμν)/Γ(Ds➝φeν)	=	0.86±0.29  
Γ(Ds➝ημν)/Γ(Ds➝ηeν)		=	1.05±0.24  
Γ(Ds➝η’μν)/Γ(Ds➝η’eν)	=	1.14±0.69.

(c) Emax
extraγ requirement.The efficiency ofEmax

extraγ requirement
is investigated with fully reconstructed DT hadronic
decays ψð4040Þ → D#D̄þ c:c:. The difference of the
efficiencies with the requirement of Emax

extraγ < 200 MeV
between data and MC simulation is found to be
ð1.9% 0.6Þ%. To be conservative, we assign 2.5% to
be the associated systematic uncertainty.

(d) ϕ (η, η0) reconstruction.The reconstruction efficiencies
for the ϕ, η and η0 candidates, which include the mass
window requirement and photon selection, are esti-
mated with the control samples of Dþ → ϕπþ,
D0 → K0

Sη, D
0 → K0

Sη
0
πþπ−η and K0

Sη
0
γρ0 , respectively.

The differences of efficiencies between data and MC
simulation are estimated to be 0.4%, 2.3%, 2.5% and
2.8% for ϕ, η, η0πþπ−η and η0γρ0 , respectively, which are
assigned as the associated uncertainties.

(e) δE requirement.The uncertainties from δE require-
ments are estimated by varying the δE requirements by
%10%. The changes of the BFs, which are 0.7%,
1.2%, 1.7% and 1.8% for Dþ

s → ϕμþνμ, ημþνμ,
η0ηπþπ−μ

þνμ and η0γρ0μ
þνμ, respectively, are taken as

the corresponding uncertainties.
(f) Background subtraction.Two aspects uncertainties

associated with background subtraction are considered
separately. The real-D−

s background is estimated with
the inclusive MC samples, thus, we vary the quoted
BFs of the main background sources Dþ

s → ϕμþνμ,
ϕρþ, ηρþ, η0ηπþπ−ρ

þ and η0γρ0ρ
þ by 1σ quoted in PDG

[4]. The non-D−
s background is estimated with the

candidate events in the MBC sideband. We then shift
theMBC sideband by %5 MeV=c2. The quadratic sum
of these two effects on the measured BFs, which are
0.2%, 1.5%, 1.2%, 3.1% and 3.0% for Dþ

s → ϕeþνe,
ϕμþνμ, ημþνμ, η0ηπþπ−μ

þνμ and η0γρ0μ
þνμ, respectively,

are treated as the systematic uncertainties.
(g) MC statistics.The uncertainties in the weighted efficien-

cies are mainly due to limited MC statistics, which are
0.5%, 0.6%, 0.4%, 0.6% and 0.6% for Dþ

s → ϕeþνe,
ϕμþνμ, ημþνμ, η0ηπþπ−μ

þνμ and η0γρ0μ
þνμ, respectively.

The effects of the statistical uncertainty of ST yields of
data is negligible for the weighting efficiencies.

(h) MC model.The uncertainty associated with MC model
is studied with an alternative SL form-factor model,
i.e., the simple pole model [38]. The resultant
differences on DT efficiencies with respect to the
nominal values, which are 1.4%, 1.1%, 0.7%, 2.5%

and 2.2% forDþ
s → ϕeþνe, ϕμþνμ, ημþνμ, η0ηπþπ−μ

þνμ
and η0γρ0μ

þνμ, respectively, are considered as the
associated systematic uncertainties.

(i) BFs of ϕ and ηð0Þ. The BFs for ϕ → KþK−, η → γγ,
η0 → ηπþπ− and η0 → γρ0 are quoted from the PDG
[4]. Their uncertainties are 1.0%, 0.5%, 1.6% and
1.7%, respectively.

The individual systematic uncertainties discussed above
are summarized in Table III and the total systematic
uncertainties are the quadratic sum of the individual ones.
The sources tagged with c are common systematic uncer-
tainties between the two η0 decay modes and the other
sources are independent. Finally, we assign 7.1% as the
total systematic uncertainty for Dþ

s → η0μþνμ.

V. SUMMARY

By analyzing the 482 pb−1 data collected at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼

4.009 GeV with the BESIII detector, we determine the
BFs for the SL decays Dþ

s → ϕeþνe, ϕμþνμ, ημþνμ and
η0μþνμ. Table IV presents the comparisons of the measured
BFs with the world average values. The BFs of the semi-
muonic decays Dþ

s → ϕμþνμ, ημþνμ and η0μþνμ are deter-
mined for the first time and are compatible with those of the
corresponding semi-electronic decays [4]. The BF of Dþ

s →
ϕeþνe agrees with the world average value [4] within
uncertainties. The results are consistent with previous
experimental measurements and support that the SL decay
width ofDþ

s andD0ðþÞ differs from unity [2]. Combining the
previous BESIII measurements for semi-electronic decays
[8] and this work, we calculate the ratios between the semi-
electronic and semi-muonic decays, to be BðDþ

s →ϕμþνμÞ=
BðDþ

s →ϕeþνeÞ¼0.86%0.29, BðDþ
s → ημþνμÞ=BðDþ

s →
ηeþνeÞ ¼ 1.05% 0.24 and BðDþ

s → ημþνμÞ=BðDþ
s →

ηeþνeÞ ¼ 1.14% 0.68 individually, where most of system-
atic uncertainties are canceled out. The ratios are consistent
with unity within the uncertainties, and no obvious LU
violation is observed. Moreover, the ratio of BðDþ

s →
ημþνμÞ over BðDþ

s → η0μþνμÞ is calculated to be
0.44% 0.23, which is in agreement with those of previous
measurements [5,7,8,39] within uncertainties and provides
complementary data to probe the η − η0–glueball mixing.
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TABLE IV. Summary of the BFs and comparing with the world average values [4].

μþ mode BBESIII (%) BPDG (%) eþ mode BBESIII (%) BPDG (%)

Dþ
s → ϕμþνμ 1.94% 0.53% 0.09 ' ' ' Dþ

s → ϕeþνe 2.26% 0.45% 0.09 2.39% 0.23
Dþ

s → ημþνμ 2.42% 0.46% 0.11 ' ' ' Dþ
s → ηeþνe 2.30% 0.31% 0.08 [8] 2.28% 0.24

Dþ
s → η0μþνμ 1.06% 0.54% 0.07 ' ' ' Dþ

s → η0eþνe 0.93% 0.30% 0.05 [8] 0.68% 0.16

M. ABLIKIM et al. PHYS. REV. D 97, 012006 (2018)
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Ds	➝	(K0/K*0)	e	nu	 
based	on	the	4178	data+ → / ∗ +ν

s

c d

s

+e

eν+w

+
sD *0/K0K

+ → / ∗ +ν
B( + → +ν ) = ( . ± . )× −

B( + → ∗ +ν ) = ( . ± . )× −

+ → +ν . × − . × − . + .

− .
× − . × −

+ → ∗ +ν . × − . × − . + .

− .
× − . × −

- The	current	experimental	results	on	this	CS	
decay	is	rather	sparse. 
We	should	be	able	to	improve	the	situa:on	
with	our	4178	data!
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Nsig=117±14	evts Nsig=155±17	evts

K0(=KS➝π+π-)eν K*0(➝K+π-)eν

BLUE	=	MC-based	backgrounds	
PINK	=	Sidebands	of	MDs	from	tag-side	

Pre
lim

ina
ry

Pre
lim
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ry

Preliminary	results	
BF(Ds	➝	K0			e	ν)	=	(3.25±0.38±0.14)×10-3	:	(3.9±0.9)×10-3	[PDG2017]	
BF(Ds	➝	K*0	e	ν)	=	(2.38±0.26±0.12)×10-3	:	(1.8±0.4)×10-3	[PDG2017]

- Good	agreement	with	the	exis:ng	result,	but	more	precise!	
- S:ll,	sta:s:cally	limited.
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Ds	➝	K0	e	ν: 
Fits	to	par:al	decay	rate	and	projec:on	onto	its	form	factor

Pre
lim

ina
ry

Preliminary

Pre
lim

ina
ry

The	FFs	are	extracted	for	the	first	:me!
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Extrac:ng	FF	for	Ds	➝	K*0	e	ν

- The	differen:al	decay	rate	depends	on	5	variables	(PRL	110,131802) 
and	cab	be	expressed	in	terms	of	3	helicity	amplitudes:

2
9

Ds+ → K*0e+ νe

- We	perform	5	dimensional	fit	to	extract	the	form	factor	ra:os,	rV	and	r2.
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Projec:ons	of	the	fit	onto	the	5	variables

6

TABLE II. FF results from fits to D+
s → K0e+νe, where the first

errors are statistical and the second systematic.
Parameterizations fK

+ (0)|Vcd| fK
+ (0)

Simple pole [22] 0.172 ± 0.010 ± 0.001 0.765 ± 0.044 ± 0.004
Modified pole [22] 0.163 ± 0.017 ± 0.003 0.725 ± 0.076 ± 0.013
z series (2 par.) [23] 0.162 ± 0.019 ± 0.003 0.720 ± 0.084 ± 0.013
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Fits to the differential decay rates and
(b) projections onto fK

+ (q2) for D+
s → K0e+νe. Projections

onto (c) MK+π− , (d) q2, (e) cos θe, (f) cos θK , and (g) χ for
D+

s → K∗0e+νe. Dots with error bars are data. Curves in (a, b) give
the best fits with different FF parameterizations. Solid and shadowed
histograms in (c, d, e, f, g) are the MC-simulated signal plus back-
ground and the MC-simulated background.

|Vcd| = 0.22492± 0.00050 [3], we obtain fK
+ (0) as shown in

the last column of Table II.352

The differential decay rate ofD+
s → K∗0e+νe depends on

five variables: Kπ mass-squared (m2
Kπ), e+νe mass-squared354

(q2), the angle between the K+ and D+
s momenta in the

Kπ rest frame (θK), the angle between the νe and D+
s mo-356

menta in the e+νe system (θe), and the acoplanarity angle
between the Kπ and e+νe decay planes (χ). The differen-358

tial decay rate can be expressed in terms of three helicity
amplitudes [24, 25]: H±(q2) = (MD+

s
+ mKπ)A1(q2) ∓360

2M
D

+
s

PKπ

M
D

+
s

+MKπ
V (q2) and H0(q2) = 1

2mKπq
[(M2

D+
s

− m2
Kπ −

q2)(MD+
s
+mKπ)A1(q2)−

4M2

D
+
s

p2
Kπ

M
D

+
s

+MKπ
A2(q2)], where pKπ362

is the momentum of the Kπ system in the rest frame of the
D+

s , and V (q2) and A1/2(q
2) are the vector and axial FFs,364

respectively. Because A1(q2) is common to all three helic-
ity amplitudes, it is natural to define the FF ratios rV =366

V (0)/A1(0) and r2 = A2(0)/A1(0). The A1/2(q
2) and

V (q2) are assumed to have simple pole forms, A1/2(q
2) =368

A1/2(0)/(1 − q2/M2
A) and V (q2) = V (0)/(1 − q2/M2

V ),
with pole masses MV = MD∗(1−) = 2.01 GeV/c2 and370

MA = MD∗(1+) = 2.42 GeV/c2 [3].
We perform a five-dimensional maximum likelihood fit372

in the space of M2
K+π−

, q2, cos θe, cos θK , and χ for the
D+

s → K∗0e+νe events within −0.15 < MM2 < 0.15374

GeV2/c4 in a similar manner to Refs. [24, 25]. We ignored
the possible S-wave component in Kπ system due to lim-376

ited statistics. The projections of the fit onto M2
K+π− , q2,

cos θe, cos θK , and χ are shown in Figs. 3 (c-g). In this378

fit, the K∗0 Breit-Wigner function follows Ref. [24], with a
mass and width fixed to those reported in Ref. [3]. We obtain380

rV = 1.67 ± 0.34(stat.) and r2 = 0.77 ± 0.28(stat.). The
fit procedure has been validated by analyzing a large inclusive382

MC sample, and the pull distribution of each fitted parame-
ter was consistent with a normal distribution. The systemat-384

ic uncertainties in the FF ratio measurements are estimated
by comparing the nominal values with those obtained after386

varying one source of uncertainty, as described in Ref. [19].
The systematic uncertainties in measuring rV (r2) arise main-388

ly from the uncertainties related to tracking, PID and photon
detection (1.8 [2.6]%), the K∗0 mass window (1.8 [1.3]%),390

the MM2 signal region (8.7 [7.8]%), the Eγmax requirement
(1.2 [1.3]%), the MK∗0e+ requirement (0.6 [1.3]%), back-392

ground estimation (1.8 [1.3]%), and the K∗0 Breit-Wigner
line shape (0.3 [1.3]%). Combining all of these in quadra-394

ture, we find the systematic uncertainties in rV and r2 of
D+

s → K∗0e+νe to be 9.3% and 8.7%, respectively.396

In summary, using a data sample corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 3.19 fb−1 that was collected at

√
s =398

4.178 GeV by the BESIII detector, we measure the abso-
lute BFs of the CS SL decays D+

s → K0e+νe and D+
s →400

K∗0e+νe to be B(D+
s → K0e+νe) = (3.25± 0.38(stat.)±

0.16(syst.)) × 10−3 and B(D+
s → K∗0e+νe) = (2.37 ±402

0.26(stat.) ± 0.20(syst.)) × 10−3. These are the most pre-
cise measurements to date. Theoretical predictions of these404

BFs range from 2.0 × 10−3 to 3.9 × 10−3 [20, 26–29] for
D+

s → K0e+νe and 1.7 × 10−3 to 2.3 × 10−3 [20, 27–30]406

for D+
s → K∗0e+νe, respectively. Since the predicated BF

2.0× 10−3 based on a double-pole model in Ref. [26] is more408

than 2 standard deviations away from the mean value of our
measured B(D+

s → K0e+νe), thus at a confidence level of410

95%, our measurement disfavors this prediction.
By analyzing the dynamics of D+

s → K0e+νe and D+
s →412

K∗0e+νe decays for the first time, we determine the FF of
D+

s → K0e+νe to be fK
+ (0) = 0.720 ± 0.084(stat.) ±414

0.013(syst.) and the FF ratios ofD+
s → K∗0e+νe to be rV =

1.67±0.34(stat.)±0.16(syst.) and r2 = 0.77±0.28(stat.)±416

Pre
lim

ina
ry - Preliminary:	The	ra:o	of	FFs, 

extracted	for	the	first	:me,	are  
rV	=	1.67±0.34±0.16  
r2	=	0.77±0.28±0.07

- Taking	FFs	of	D+➝π0eν	(BESIII,	PRD96,012002)	and	  
D+➝ρ0eν	(CLEO,	PRL110,131802),	we	also	obtained;  
 
 
 
 
These	provide	a	test	of	the	LQCD	predic:ons.

7

TABLE III. The ratios of the form factors.
Values

f
D+

s
→K0

+ (0)/fD+
→π0

+ (0) 1.16 ± 0.14(stat.)± 0.02(syst.)

r
D+

s
→K∗0

V /rD
+
→ρ0

V 1.13 ± 0.26(stat.)± 0.11(syst.)

r
D+

s
→K∗0

2 /rD
+
→ρ0

2 0.93 ± 0.36(stat.)± 0.10(syst.)

0.07(syst.). With the FF of D+ → π0e+νe measured by
BESIII [21] and that of D+ → ρ0e+νe by CLEO [24],418

we calculate the ratios of the FFs of D+
s → K0e+νe to

D+ → π0e+νe and D+
s → K∗0e+νe to D+ → ρ0e+νe de-420

cays, as shown in Table III, which are consistent with LQCD
predictions [4]. These measurements provide a first test of422

the LQCD prediction that the FFs are insensitive to spectator
quarks, which has important implications when considering424

the correspondingB and Bs decays [4, 5].
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Ds	➝	p	n̅ 
based	on	the	4178	data

- The	only	kinema:cally	allowed	hadronic	decay,	involving	baryons.	
- Short-distance	contribu:on	is	expected	to	be	small	:	BF	~	10-6.  
But	long-distance	can	enhance	BF	to	~10-3	(C.H.	Chen,	et	al.	PLB663,	326).	
- First	evidence	was	reported	by	CLEO	with	a	signal	of	13.0±3.6	events 
with	BF	=	(1.30±0.36+0.12-0.16)×10-3	(PRL100,	181802).

C.-H. Chen et al. / Physics Letters B 663 (2008) 326–329 327

Fig. 1. Quark diagram for D+
s → pn̄.

where t = q2 = m2
Ds

. Since the pseudoscalar form factor g pn̄
3 corre-

sponds to a pion pole contribution to the pn̄ axial matrix element,
it follows that

g pn̄
3 (t) = − 4m2

N

t − m2
π

g pn̄
1 (t). (5)

Consequently,

A
!

D+
s → pn̄

"

= G F√
2

V cs V ∗
uda1 f Ds 2mN

#
mπ

mDs

$2

g pn̄
1

!
m2

Ds

"
ūpγ5 vn̄. (6)

The chiral suppression factor of m2
π/m2

Ds
follows from the PCAC

relation, as it should.
There is not much information on the form factor g pn̄

1 at q2 =
m2

Ds
. At q2 = 0 we have g pn̄

1 (0) = −1.27. At large q2, we can reply
on pQCD to consider its asymptotic behavior [6]

g pn̄
1 (t) → 5

3
G p

M(t) + Gn
M(t), (7)

where G p,n
M are the nucleon’s magnetic form factors. A phe-

nomenological fit to the experimental data of nucleon’s elec-
tromagnetic form factors is available in [7] using the following
parametrization:

%%G p
M(t)

%% =
#

x1

t2 + x2

t3 + x3

t4 + x4

t5 + x5

t6

$&
ln

t

Q 2
0

'−γ

,

%%Gn
M(t)

%% =
#

y1

t2 + y2

t3

$&
ln

t

Q 2
0

'−γ

, (8)

where Q 0 = ΛQCD and γ = 2 + 4
3β = 2.148. Following the best fit

obtained in [7], we find g pn̄
1 (m2

Ds
) ≈ −0.22. Since the relation (7)

holds in the t → ∞ limit, we will allow g pn̄
1 (m2

Ds
) to be varied by

a factor of 2.
For the general baryonic decay amplitude given by

M(D → B1B̄2) = ū1(A + Bγ5)v2, (9)

with A and B corresponding to p-wave parity-violating and s-wave
parity-conserving amplitudes, respectively, the decay rate reads

%
!

D → B1
!
1/2+"

B̄2
!
1/2+""

= pc

4πm2
D

(
|A|2

!
m2

D − (m2 + m1)
2"

+ |B|2
!
m2

D − (m2 − m1)
2"), (10)

where pc is the c.m. momentum and mi is the mass of the
baryon Bi . Putting everything together, we obtain

B
!

D+
s → pn̄

"
SD =

!
0.4+1.1

−0.3

"
× 10−6, (11)

where use of f Ds = 282 MeV has been made. The theoretical error
is due to the uncertainty in the form factor g pn̄

1 (m2
Ds

).

3. Although the short-distance weak annihilation contributions,
namely, W -exchange and W -annihilation, are small and negligi-
ble based on the helicity suppression argument, it was realized
in 1980s that the long-distance contribution to weak annihilation
in charm decays can be sizable. For example, the observation of
D0 → K̄ 0φ in the middle 1980s gave the first clean evidence of
W -exchange. Hence, the alleviation of the helicity suppression on
W -annihilation may render the decay D+

s → pn̄ detectable.
It has been established that a least model-independent analysis

of heavy meson decays can be carried out in the so-called quark-
diagram approach [8–10]. In the diagrammatic approach, all two-
body nonleptonic weak decays of heavy mesons can be expressed
in terms of six distinct quark diagrams1: T , the color-allowed ex-
ternal W -emission tree diagram; C , the color-suppressed internal
W -emission diagram; E , the W -exchange diagram; A, the W -
annihilation diagram; P , the penguin diagram; and V , the vertical
W -loop diagram. It should be stressed that these quark diagrams
are classified according to the topologies of weak interactions with
all strong interaction effects included and hence they are not Feyn-
man graphs. All quark graphs used in this approach are topological
with all the strong interactions included, i.e., gluon lines are in-
cluded in all possible ways.

As stressed above, topological graphs can provide information
on final-state interactions (FSIs). In general, there are several dif-
ferent forms of FSIs: elastic scattering and inelastic scattering such
as quark exchange, resonance formation, . . . , etc.2 Take the decay
D+

s → pn̄ as an illustration. The topological amplitude A can re-
ceive contributions from final-state rescattering of the tree ampli-
tude T of e.g. D+

s → π+η(′) and the color-suppressed amplitude C
of D+

s → K + K̄ 0 (see Fig. 2). They have the same topology as W -
annihilation. Since these mesonic D+

s decays have branching ratios
of order 10−2, more precisely [12],3

B
!

D+
s → π+η′" = (3.77 ± 0.39)%,

B
!

D+
s → π+η

"
= (1.58 ± 0.21)%,

B
!

D+
s → K + K̄ 0" = (2.98 ± 0.17)%, (12)

it is thus conceivable that B(D+
s → pn̄) induced from final-state

rescattering can reach the level of 10−3. Therefore, even if the short-
distance W -annihilation vanishes, a long-distance W -annihilation can
be induced via final-state rescattering. Historically, it was first pointed
out in [14] that rescattering effects required by unitarity can pro-
duce the reaction D0 → K̄ 0φ, for example, even in the absence
of the W -exchange diagram. Then it was shown in [8] that this
rescattering diagram belongs to the generic W -exchange topology.

Contrary to the B decays, the charmed meson is not heavy
enough to allow for a sensible approach based on the heavy quark
expansion, such as QCD factorization [15], pQCD [16] and soft-
collinear effective theory [17]. Nevertheless, it has some unique
advantages over B physics, namely, many of the topological am-
plitudes, especially W -exchange and W -annihilation, can be ex-
tracted from the data. Various diagrammatic amplitudes have been
inferred from the measured two-body D decays in [19,20]. One of
the important observations one can learn from these analyses is
that the weak annihilation (W -exchange or W -annihilation) am-
plitude is sizable with a large phase relative to the tree amplitude.

1 Historically, the quark-graph amplitudes T ,C,E,A were originally denoted by
A,B,C,D, respectively [8–10].

2 The effects of the nearby resonances on weak annihilation in charm decays have
been discussed in [11].

3 The new CLEO results [12] are smaller than the branching fractions B(D+
s →

π+η′) = (4.7 ± 0.7)%, B(D+
s → π+η) = (2.11 ± 0.35)% and B(D+

s → K + K̄ 0) =
(4.4 ± 0.9)% cited in the Particle Data Group [13].

- Reconstruct	everything,	  
but	the	neutron.	
- Our	MC	(scaled	to	the	data	size) 
predicts	a	trivial	background	shape.

MC
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DATA

-Preliminary:	  
BF(Ds	➝	pn̅)	=	(1.22±0.10)×10-3.	Sta:s:cal	uncertainty	only.	
- Likely	sta:s:cally	limited	(Syst.	would	be	dominated	by	PID).	
- Confirmed	the	CLEO’s	result	with	an	improved	precision.

Prel
imin

ary
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Ds	➝	ωπ	and		ωK 
based	on	the	4178	data

- ωπ	:	CF	:	Has	seen	by	CLEO	(PRD80,051102)	:	BF	=	(2.1±0.9±0.1)×10-3.	
- ωK:	SCS:	CLEO	(PRD80,051102)	set	an	UL	=	2.4×10-3	@	90%	C.L.  
Q.	Qin	et	al.	(PRD89,	054006)	predicts	(factoriza:on) 
			BF(ωK)	~	10-3	or	it	could	become	~10-4	if	ρ-ω	mixing	is	considered.

- Start	with	selec:ng	Ds	➝	tag	and	Ds	➝	ω	(π/K)	candidates. 
Here	ΔM	=	Msignal-side	-	Mtag-side.	
- The	sidebands	in	ΔM	from	both 
	data	and	MC	show	no	peaking  
	backgrounds	  
	in	Mπππ0	of	the	Mω	region.

ωπ ωK

Preliminary
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Prelim
inary

Projec:ng	onto	Mπππ0	from	the	signal	region	of	ΔM

- Preliminary:	BF(Ds	➝	ωπ)	=	(1.85±0.30±0.19)×10-3	:	7.7σ	stat.	sig.  
Consistent	with	CLEO’s	measurement,	but	more	precise.	

- Preliminary:	BF(Ds	➝	ωK)	=	(1.13±0.24±0.14)×10-3	:	6.2σ	stat.	sig.  
First	observa:on!

70±11	evts
ωπ ωK

38±8	evts
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Summary

- Our	results	on	(semi-)leptonic	Ds	decays	improve	the	precisions	on	the	

decay	constant,	form	factors,	and	|Vcs|.  
More	results	on	(semi-)leptonic	decays	are	coming,	including	Ds	➝	X	e	ν.	

- Our	preliminary	results	on	hadronic	decays	have	confirmed	and	

improved	the	precisions	over	the	previous	results	from	CLEO. 
(a	lot)	More	measurements	in	Ds	hadronic	decays	are	coming.  

- Not	men:oned	in	detail	in	this	report:	

‣	Ds
+	➝	μ+	νμ															:	PRD	94,	072004	(2016)	

‣	Ds
+	➝	η(η’)	e+	νe						:	PRD	94,	112003	(2016)	

‣	Ds
+	➝	η’ρ+	and	η’	X	:	PLB	750,	466	(2015)


